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Abstract

The gastrointestinal tract (GIT), as the largest immunological organ of the body, plays a pivotal role in calf health, growth, and long-term productivity. Important contributors to optimal gastrointestinal function of calves include colostrum status, a balanced intestinal flora, nutrition, intestinal immune factors, motility, and transport of nutrients. The promotion of GIT health of young calves through dietary manipulations, nutritional supplements, addition of immune components, oral antibiotics, and vaccinations are discussed. Antibiotic alternatives to improve growth and reduce enteric disease are plasma proteins, immunoglobulins, probiotic bacteria, yeast cultures, and oligosaccharides. To ascertain health, growth, and profitability from measures taken to improve intestinal immune function, outcome measurements, intestinal health parameters, and dietary composition should be monitored closely.

Introduction

The gastrointestinal tract (GIT), as the largest immunological organ of the body, plays a pivotal role in calf health, growth, and long-term productivity. While delivering, transporting and absorbing nutrients, secreting ions and immunoglobulins, and discriminating amongst enteropathogens, harmless intestinal flora, and food antigens, the GIT also maintains an epithelial barrier that is the first line of defense against the infectious diseases common to calves. Synergism between the mucosal surface of the GIT and the intestinal lumen is required for optimal function. The intestinal epithelial cells (IEC) separate the lumen from the gut-associated lymphoid tissue (GALT), creating both an intrinsic physical and extrinsic secretory barrier. GALT has functional induc­tive and effector compartments that deliver innate and adaptive immune responses. The induction of an immune response in Peyer's patches with production of IgA by B-lymphocytes in the lamina propria is characteristic of GALT immunity. There is good evidence to support the presence of an immunologic communication between the GIT and mucosal surfaces throughout the body via a common mucosal immunity, thus validating the clinical perception that the calf with diarrhea is at much higher risk for development of respiratory disease. The importance of intestinal health in the young calf cannot be understated. Chronic inflammation, diarrhea, ill thrift, and decreased growth are some of the consequences of digestive tract dysfunction.

Components of Gastrointestinal Health

Important contributors to optimal gastrointestinal function of calves include colostrum status, a balanced intestinal flora, nutrition, intestinal immune factors, motility, and transport of nutrients. The formation, delivery, and absorption of adequate colostrum continue to be a major challenge. Variability in the IgG concentration of colostrum, the potential for pathogenic bacterial contamination, and a paucity of accurate cow-side tests for colostrum quality and calf immune status are just a few of the obstacles. At birth, the gastrointestinal tract of calves is relatively mature but still requires morphologic
and functional changes. Colostrum, with its nutrient and non-nutrient components, has a profound effect on the functional development of the GIT. Immunoglobulins are usually the focus of colostrum's immunologic importance to calves, but the short and long-term benefits of the non-nutrient components of colostrum are often overlooked. The non-nutrient factors modulate the microbial population and the functional capacity of the GIT, including epithelial cell proliferation, migration, differentiation, and apoptosis; protein synthesis and degradation; digestion, absorption, and motility; and immune system development and function.13 Outside of the GIT, colostral components affect metabolism, endocrine system development, vascular tone and hemostasis, systemic growth, activity, and behavior.11

At the time of birth, the gastrointestinal tract (GIT) of the calf is sterile but microbes are introduced from the fecal and vaginal flora during delivery, from the environment immediately after delivery, and from ingestion of colostrum. Once colonized, the GIT flora remains relatively stable and a balanced flora of as many as 400 species of bacteria and 1014 microbes serves an important protective function against infection. Temporary modifications in the GIT flora that can occur with stress or antibiotic administration is thought to put animals at risk for enteric infection.

Nutrition is a critical component of calf health, growth, immunity, and future milk production. After feeding colostrum, the calf must rely on dietary intake to supply calories from protein, carbohydrates, and fat that are required for maintenance, growth, generation of body heat, and immune system function. Key aspects of dairy calf nutrition are the composition and amount of liquid feeds, the starter feed offered, and availability of water. Current concepts relative to feeding dairy calves have changed and are appropriately focused on targeted growth with feed components and delivery systems that promote welfare, performance, and future production. For a more complete discussion of dairy calf nutrition, readers are referred to a recent review.16 Feeding dairy calves liquid feed in an amount and composition that more closely mimics natural conditions is termed accelerated growth, intensified nutrition or biologically appropriate growth. Using this approach, milk feeding rates are double the traditional feeding rates, giving calves 1.5% of body weight as milk solids during the first week of life, followed by 2% of body weight from week 2 until the week before weaning, when one liquid feeding per day is dropped. Compared to conventional milk replacer feeding programs, accelerated milk replacer feeding programs can deliver improved expected growth rates of 1.3 to 1.8 lb (0.59 to 0.82 kg)/day, compared to 1.1 to 1.3 lb (0.5 to 0.59 kg)/day for conventionally fed calves from day 0 to 42.16

The protein and energy requirements of young calves must be met for optimal immune function. In the first two weeks of life, conventional milk replacer diets of young dairy calves are very likely to be protein and energy limited, particularly in cold weather. Add the caloric demand of an inflammatory response from disease or vaccination, and the energy and protein deficits of young calves are potentially life threatening. Feed refusal due to illness may have a profoundly negative impact on the intestinal barrier designed to protect the host from invasion by intraluminal bacteria and toxic products.10 Increasing the volume of milk fed, increasing the milk solids provided at each milk feeding, increasing the crude protein level of the milk replacer or providing additional fat to milk replacer may improve feed efficiency, growth, and health of young calves.5,10,14,22,38

Abomasal emptying rate and intestinal motility have an important effect on nutrient delivery and subsequent absorption. Abomasal emptying is influenced by the volume and calorie content of an ingested meal, type of protein or fat, osmolarity, and duodenal pH.4,45 The optimal abomasal emptying rate for calves is not known, but hypertonic solutions from carbohydrates or electrolytes may delay emptying when osmolality is above 500 mOsm/L.39,45 Delayed emptying may be beneficial for slower, more sustained delivery of larger nutrient load to absorptive sites in the small intestine. Cow’s milk is isotonic when secreted, but increases with digestion of milk protein and lactose in the small intestine. Mucosal and intestinal luminal contents are hyperosmotic compared to body fluids, and hyperosmolar gradients appear to be a normal and beneficial part of absorption. Increased dry matter in the calf diet decreased diarrhea, a mechanism attributed to increased osmolality and decreased gastric emptying.48

**Promotion and Manipulation of Intestinal Health**

The promotion of GIT health through dietary manipulations, nutritional supplements, addition of immune components, antibiotics, and vaccinations has been studied in calves.

Supplementation with prebiotics, probiotics or a combination known as synbiotics may offer an alternative to antibiotic use in calves as their proliferative effect on beneficial intestinal bacteria may result in improved weight gain, enhanced immune function, and a reduced population of pathogenic bacteria. Prebiotics are naturally occurring and readily available, non-digestible carbohydrates. They are not hydrolyzed by acidic pH nor are they absorbed in the upper GIT. Prebiotic supplementation has been associated with increased immunoglobulin levels in serum and the intestinal lumen in some animal and human studies but consistency in calf studies has not been present.21 Probiotics are live microorganisms that exert health
benefits beyond general nutrition when administered orally. Viability of the probiotic organisms is essential for efficacy and requires that they be resistant to acid and bile, have strong adhesive properties to mucosal cells, suppress bacterial enzyme activity, and/or produce antimicrobial substances. While cross species colonization has been demonstrated for some probiotic organisms, it is generally considered most beneficial when a probiotic has been isolated from the target species. In calves, Lactobacillus, Bifidobacterium, and Enterococcus spp bacteria appear to be most effective, with proliferation of beneficial intestinal bacteria, improved weight gain, feed efficiency, immune function, decreased intestinal pathogen shedding, and improved fecal score as the potential benefits. Not all probiotic trials have demonstrated significant growth or health benefits but no harmful results are reported. Probiotic organisms like Lactobacillus spp may produce L-lactate but formation of D-lactate, which is poorly metabolized, may have detrimental effects on calves with diarrhea.

Prebiotic, probiotic or synbiotic products are generally low cost, pose minimal potential for doing harm and, when used in calves exposed to enteropathogens but not yet affected or receiving antibiotics, fed to calves that have completed a course of antibiotic therapy or given to calves recovering from diarrhea, there is potential to improve intestinal health.

Yeast and yeast cell wall products are also given strong consideration as alternatives to antibiotics in calf milk replacer and other calf feeds. Potential benefits to calves are improved growth of beneficial intestinal bacterial flora, increased volatile fatty acid concentration, energy balance, intestinal structure and function changes, agglutination of gram-negative intestinal pathogens, and stimulation of antibody production. When yeast cells are lysed and centrifuged to isolate cell wall components, mannans on the cell surface of yeast cells are the primary antigenic components. Mannan oligosaccharides (MOS) contain cell wall fragments obtained from Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Because many gram-negative bacteria attach to the intestinal epithelium using mannose-specific fimbriae, MOS can competitively bind selective pathogens like Escherichia coli and Salmonella. Without being digested or absorbed, MOS-bound pathogens are excreted. In calf studies, fructooligosaccharide (FOS) or MOS inclusion in the diet has improved fecal scores, starter intake, intestinal morphology, immune function, and disease incidence. Beta-glucans are major structural components of yeast cell wall, fungi and some cereals such as barley and oats and, when added to the diet of calves, may improve health or growth. Effectiveness may vary with the delivery formulation, feed type for delivery, immune status of the calf, and the enteric challenge model tested.

Oral neomycin and tetracycline, widely used for feed efficiency and prevention of bacterial enteritis in calves fed milk replacer, are also linked to malabsorption syndromes in people and other animals and do not stimulate or support GIT immune function. The presumed mechanism for antibiotic diarrhea by alteration of intestinal flora is not substantiated, though the effect is proportional to the systemic and local (intestinal luminal) antibiotic concentration. In addition to the effect on bacterial cells, antibiotics affect enterocyte mitotic activity. Impaired enterocyte turnover and maturation alters morphology and absorptive surface, thereby being a potential mechanism for diarrhea. The continuous feeding of a 2:1 neomycin-oxytetracycline ratio (mg/gallon or gm/ton) in calf milk replacers to aid in the prevention or treatment of bacterial enteritis is no longer permissible. A 1:1 neomycin-oxytetracycline ratio (mg/lb of body weight) can be used for two different indications: 1) 0.05-0.10 mg/lb (0.11-0.22 mg/kg) body weight for increased weight gain and improved feed efficiency fed continuously or; 2) 10 mg/lb (22 mg/kg) body weight for treatment of scours caused by E. coli and bacterial pneumonia fed for seven to 14 continuous days.

Optimal nutrition is a pivotal component of intestinal health and the performance of calves. Some amino acids are considered essential and studies indicate that their inclusion in the diet of calves is beneficial, while others like arginine may only be useful under conditions of deficiency. Dietary components with purported beneficial immunonodulatory effects are vitamins, minerals, fatty acids, proteins, and individual amino acids. The addition of lysine, methionine, and glutamine to the diet of calves has been beneficial, but other in vitro and in vivo studies that show activation of lymphocytes, macrophages, cytokines, and γ-interferon require more comprehensive field trials before supplementation is widely endorsed. Medium-chain triglycerides added to the milk of calves at two different levels reduced coccidial oocyst shedding. Lactoferrin and essential oils have also been fed in milk replacer to reduce growth of bacteria and viruses, but need more calf studies before commercial use is recommended.

Acidification of milk or milk replacers to a pH < 5.5 was originally introduced as a means of preserving cold milk in an ad libitum milk feeding program. Citric, formic, and propionic acids are most commonly used for this purpose, and a systematic set up has recently been described. Other benefits attributed to the feeding of acidified milk are a bacteriostatic effect of a lowered abomasal pH, control of E. coli proliferation, promotion of lactobacilli growth, enhanced digestion in the lowered pH environment of the intestinal tract, scours control, and improved fecal consistency. More field studies that demonstrate consistent improvement in appetite, growth, and health are needed.
Vaccination is one tool to promote enteric health and prevent diarrhea of young calves, but it is not without challenges. Timely ingestion of good quality colostrum from a cow vaccinated against the most common enteric pathogens is a standard practice on many farms. Proportionate to the amount of colostral antibody absorbed, the passively acquired colostral IgG1 in circulation is transferred into the GIT as a mechanism for clearance. To the degree that there is retention of antigen binding capacity against specific enteric pathogens, intestinal immunity may be enhanced.9 Potential limitations are the magnitude of the vaccine response in the cow, the colostral IgG1 concentration, efficiency of immunoglobulin absorption by the calf, and the type of immunity that is most effective against the enteric pathogen of importance to the calf.

Live or modified-live vaccination of the newborn calf prior to ingestion of colostrum or in the absence of passively acquired specific antibodies is another approach to enhancing intestinal immunity by eliciting a protective mucosal immune response.51 Oral modified-live rotavirus and live salmonella vaccination have been used to elicit IgM, followed by IgA antibody production within five to 10 days of vaccination, effectively addressing the susceptibility to enteric disease at a very young age. In the face of passively acquired circulating maternal immunity, the conventional view that calves cannot be vaccinated effectively has changed.13,54 New vaccine approaches that circumvent maternal antibody interference have been developed for many of the respiratory pathogens of calves but not against enteric pathogens, many of which infect calves at or within three days of birth.

Increasing concerns over the use of antibiotics in herd of cattle, antibiotic resistant bacteria, viral and parasitic enteric pathogens have resulted in growing interest in the oral administration of blood, serum, colostrum, and antibodies as alternatives to antibiotics to prevent and treat enteric disease of calves. Immunoglobulins provided after cessation of colostrum immunoglobulin absorption can be a source of local intestinal immunity. Whether it is continued feeding of colostrum or addition of colostrum supplement, blood, plasma, serum, IgG or IgY to milk or milk replacer fed to young calves, markers of enteric disease, days of treatment, protection from pathogen challenge, feed intake and weight gain have been improved in several studies.5,8,25,45,46 Trial design, incoming IgG status and health of the enrolled calves, type or severity of the enteric challenge, source, specificity, and intestinal degradation of the IgG can affect study results.

Immunization or hyperimmunization of chickens results in the production of specific IgY antibodies that are transported to the egg yolk where they can be harvested and separated without sacrificing chickens. Oral administration of IgY has proved successful for treatment of a variety of GI infections, such as rotaviruses, coronavirus, enterotoxigenic Escherichia coli, Salmonella spp, and many others in human beings.27,28,34 There is still controversy regarding the stability of IgG and IgY through the GIT. Finding an effective way to protect antibodies from enteric degradation would open the door for significant advances in IgY technology and nutraceutical applications. Monoclonal antibodies may be somewhat resistant to intestinal degradation and therefore have better enteritis protection when fed to calves.

Monitoring and Assessment of Intestinal Health

To ascertain health, growth, and profitability from measures taken to improve intestinal immune function, outcome measurements should be compared. For calves until weaning, growth parameters that may be measured are weaning weight, weight gain since birth, height at the withers or hipometer measured distance between the hips. Parameters of intestinal health are improved fecal consistency, days with scours, days with respiratory disease, number of treatment days, lowered morbidity, mortality, and cost of medication. Some measures of profitability in young calves are the number of days on milk, age at weaning, average daily gain to weaning, and calf starter and milk/milk replacer consumption.

Laboratory testing of intestinal immune function is limited except for diagnostic tests and fecal cultures for enteric pathogens. Fecal pH has not been thoroughly investigated in calves but may be a useful tool for measuring the effect of nutritional additives. Quantitation of fecal immunoglobulin elimination has limited field application.

Proper use of feed additives and oral medications is essential to the health of young calves. It should be clear that there is no substitute for good colostrum management, placing young calves on a high plane of nutrition or providing clean, comfortable housing. Health screening parameters that are not solely appetite-based should be clearly established and twice-weekly monitoring is needed for early detection and timely intervention. Additives to milk or milk replacer may affect the total solids, sodium concentration or the osmolarity of the liquid feed. Adaptation and feeding consistency will avoid sudden changes in abomasal emptying rate, intestinal transport time, milk digestibility, the balance of normal flora, and sodium concentration. Monitoring tools (digital refractometers) on the farm and periodic sodium and osmolarity testing at the local diagnostic laboratory can prevent the serious consequences of inadvertent feeding errors.

Conclusions

Enhancing the intestinal health of calves begins with colostrum, follows with optimal nutrition, and is
complemented by the provision of a clean, comfortable housing environment. Disease exposure will occur, but enhanced resistance and reduced fecal shedding may prevent or shorten the course of disease episodes, morbidity and mortality while maintaining growth in young calves. Alternatives to antibiotics to improve growth and reduce enteric disease include plasma proteins, immunoglobulins, probiotic bacteria, yeast cultures, and oligosaccharides.

Strategies for the maintenance of a balanced intestinal flora, feeding of nutritional supplements, vaccination, and provision of oral immunoglobulins are discussed. Monitored outcomes, diagnostic tools, and calf health screening will determine efficacy, safety, and the consistency of implementation strategies.
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